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Geology

Hyden Rock, of which Wave Rock is part, consists of 2.63 billion year-old biotite K-
feldspar porphyritic monzogranite that is part of the Yilgarn Craton. Hyden Rock is an
granite inselberg, which consists of three domes. The central and western domes are
separated by a deep valley, which is now occupied by a reservoir. The central and
eastern domes are linked by a low platform. A multistage process of landform
development created these domes. The initial step in the development of Hyden
Rock was the subsurface alteration by weathering of granite bedrock beneath a
lateritised land surface during the Cretaceous Period between 100-130 million years
ago. Depending on the degree to which it was fractured by jointing, the granite
bedrock underlying this surface was altered to varying depths beneath the land
surface. This process formed underground “domes” of solid granite bedrock
surrounded by deeply weathered, relatively loose, and disaggregated granite.
Following separation of Australia and Antarctica and accompanying tilting of what
became southwestern Australia, periodic erosion of the deeply weathered granite,
which underlain the surrounding land surface, exposed these buried solid bedrock
domes over time as Hyden Rock.

Wave Rock is a spectacular example of what geomorphologists call a “flared slope.”
A flared slope is a concave-upward or -inward bedrock surface that is typically found
around the base of inselbergs, bornhardts, and granitic boulders and also on their
higher slopes. Flared slopes like Wave Rock are particularly well developed in granitic
landforms of south-western and southern Australia. The flared slopes are argued to
have formed by the concentrated chemical weathering around the base of an
inselberg by groundwater. The chemical weathering of the bedrock by groundwater
produces a concave-upward or –inward pocket of deeply weathered, relatively loose,
and disaggregated bedrock within the formerly solid bedrock base of an inselberg.
When the land surface, which is underlain by deeply weathered bedrock, around an
inselberg is lowered by erosion, the pocket of deeply weathered disaggregated
bedrock is also removed to produce a flared slope such as Wave Rock. It has also
been argued that flared slopes can form during erosion of slopes of inselbergs.
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